
The Power of Gratitude

On this Monday before Thanksgiving, we have so much to be

grateful for! And yet, it’s so easy to forget to be grateful, to forget

that what have, others only dream about...

The importance of gratitude has been acknowledged for

thousands of years.  Cicero wrote “Gratitude is not only the greatest

of virtues, but the parent of all the others.”  Gratitude nurtures and

supports love, compassion, forgiveness and generosity.  

Foster McClellan taught, “The kingdom of heaven is activated

by our praise and thanksgiving; it responds to thankfulness.”  Myrtle

Fillmore, co-founder of the Unity movement, states, ”Praise and

thanksgiving have within them the quickening spiritual power that

produces growth and increase.”  

Muhammad said it this way:  “Gratitude for the abundance you

have received is the best insurance that the abundance will continue.” 

Elizabeth Sand Turner taught that “Gratitude opens our consciousness

to receive more.” 



That all sounds beautiful and eloquent, but what does it mean?

Why, specifically, should we feel and express our gratitude?

FirstFirstFirstFirst, because it’s good for us. Recent research shows that:

- People who describe themselves as feeling grateful to others and

either to God or to creation in general tend to have higher vitality

and more optimism, suffer less stress and experience fewer episodes

of clinical depression than the population as a whole. These results

hold even when researchers factor out such things as age, health, and

income, equalizing for the fact that the young, the well-to-do or the

hale and hearty might have “more to be grateful for.”

- Grateful people tend to be less materialistic than the population as

a whole and to suffer less anxiety about status or the accumulation of

possessions. Partly because of this, they are more likely to describe

themselves as happy or satisfied with life.

- In an experiment with college students, those who kept a “gratitude

journal,” a daily record of things they  felt grateful for, achieved

better physical health, were more optimistic, exercised more

regularly, and described themselves as happier than a control group

of students who kept no journals but had the same overall measures

of health, optimism, and exercise when the experiment began.



- Grateful people are more spiritually aware and more likely to

appreciate the interconnectedness of all life, regardless of whether

they belong to specific religions.

Sarah Ban Breathnach, author of Simple Abundance, also teaches

the power of keeping a Gratitude Journal and suggests writing down

five things that you can be grateful for every night.  She

acknowledges that some days they’ll be the “big” things - a

promotion, a new car, a birth, or your dog learning a new trick.  And

some days, it’s hard to come up with five “little” things.  Those are

the days it’s most important to write in your journal.  Those are the

days you put down those things that we take for granted - our

health, our families, our car starting, the smile of a child or an “I love

you honey” as your partner walks out the door for work.  

She ends this teaching by saying, “The gratitude journal is not an

option. Why? Because you simply will not be the same person two

months from now after consciously giving thanks each day for the

abundance that exists in your life. And you will have set in motion an

ancient spiritual law: thethethethe    moremoremoremore    youyouyouyou    havehavehavehave    andandandand    areareareare    grgrgrgrateful for, theateful for, theateful for, theateful for, the

more will be given you.”more will be given you.”more will be given you.”more will be given you.”



Which leads us to thethethethe    secondsecondsecondsecond    reasonreasonreasonreason    we should regularly express

gratitude - because it completes the cycle of giving and receiving. 

From Thomas a Kempis, “Be thankful for the smallest thing, and you

will be worthy to receive something greater.”

One of my personal heroes knew this to be true at a cellular

level and lived her life accordingly.  That hero was Pollyanna.  You

know, Pollyanna has gotten a bad rap.  Let me clear up some

misconceptions: Pollyana was one tough little girl.  It’s important to

realize that Pollyanna  wasn’t naive or protected from reality.  She

was the daughter of missionaries, dependent upon the charity of their

home church to survive.  She wore hand-me-down clothing, and was

never guaranteed a meal.  PPPPollyannaollyannaollyannaollyanna    mademademademade    aaaa    choicechoicechoicechoice    to see the good

in her life, to view people and situations as opportunities to do good

in her life, even when there was a whole bunch of evidence to the

contrary.

In a particularly poignant scene in the movie, she happened

upon the local minister (played by Karl Malden), a real fire and

brimstoner.  She showed him a locket worn by her father before his

death, with an inscription.



“When you look for the bad in mankind, 

expecting to find it, you surely will.”

- Abraham Lincoln  

This led her father to realize that the opposite was also true - that if

you look for the good, you will surely find it.  He began a search and

found over 800 references in the Bible to joy and gladness (826 to

be exact).  EEEExpressingxpressingxpressingxpressing    gratitugratitugratitugratitude is recognizing the potential for joyde is recognizing the potential for joyde is recognizing the potential for joyde is recognizing the potential for joy

in every experience.in every experience.in every experience.in every experience.

Finally,Finally,Finally,Finally,    we need to express gratitude because it helps us

recognize that everything that has happened in our life has brought

us to now.  Kahlil Gibran expresses this so beautifully: “Your joy is

your sorrow unmasked.  And the selfsame well from which your

laughter rises was oftentimes filled with your tears.”  GGGGratituderatituderatituderatitude    helpshelpshelpshelps

us to see that our joy is our sorrow unmasked. us to see that our joy is our sorrow unmasked. us to see that our joy is our sorrow unmasked. us to see that our joy is our sorrow unmasked. 

DavidDavidDavidDavid    OwenOwenOwenOwen    RitzRitzRitzRitz    addressesaddressesaddressesaddresses    thisthisthisthis    phenomenonphenomenonphenomenonphenomenon    inininin    hishishishis    coursecoursecoursecourse    TheTheTheThe

KeysKeysKeysKeys    totototo    thethethethe    KingdomKingdomKingdomKingdom.  He quotes Emerson, “As a man thinketh so is

he, and as a man chooseth so is he and so is his nature” and Thoreau,

“The universe constantly and obediently answers to our conceptions”

to make his point.  And that is, “Your thoughts and conscious choices



shape your character and your nature. The  universe responds to that,

constantly and faithfully.  Thus, the ultimate responsibility for your

life naturally belongs to you.”  Or, the ultimate PRIVILEGE for

creating your life belongs to you.

This is consistent with the

coaching tool we call the 4

Boxes. 

Our conclusions create the filters

which determine what we see,

how we show up, and

ultimately what we experience.

It’s hard to be sad or angry

or resentful whenwhenwhenwhen    youyouyouyou    insistinsistinsistinsist    onononon

seeingseeingseeingseeing    tttthhhheeee    goodgoodgoodgood    in every

situation, when you insist on being grateful for whatever shows up

in your life.  This is what helped tttthehehehe    collegecollegecollegecollege    studentsstudentsstudentsstudents    in the study to

describe themselves as happy and content with their lives. This was

the power behind Pollyannapower behind Pollyannapower behind Pollyannapower behind Pollyanna.



So how is being grateful good for business? 

You tell me... how could focusing on gratitude

benefit your business...increase your sales...

build your database? 



Happy Thanksgiving from everyone at Happy Thanksgiving from everyone at Happy Thanksgiving from everyone at Happy Thanksgiving from everyone at 

Your Coaching Matters!Your Coaching Matters!Your Coaching Matters!Your Coaching Matters!

We are very grateful for all of you!


